The objective of this paper is to analyse the time-varying changes of the three parameters, volatility, efficiency and integration on stock markets across emerging markets. We do this using a four-step process with focus on Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis to measure its efficiency. Our analysis show that lower volatility was found in short-term for countries that experienced fast paced economic growth. This increase in volatility is supported by a decrease in efficiency for the short-term, while market integration rose during periods of crises, which represent higher volatility. Hence, a tripartite relationship between our parameters is observed.
Introduction
Financial literature is rife with discussion on the linkages between stock markets and economic growth. However, most document a singular or dual approach in analysing the linkages. Karim When discussing the links between stock market and economic growth, an important troika to analyse is the efficiency, integration and volatility of stock markets. An efficient market ensures that all parties are privy to the same information and risks, allowing optimal resource allocation, which in turn increases economic growth (Griffin et. al ,2009; Laopodis, 2004 .) The extent of efficiency in a market is often characterized by its volatility, whereby the higher the volatility, the more unpredictable it would seem to market players and hence reducing its efficiency (Greenspan, 2000; Larrain, 2004; Piyapas, 2007 and Mills, 2000) . Furthermore, national and international events often pave way for high volatility in stock markets, indicating that integration plays a significant role in the volatility of the stock markets (Kim et We define the economic state as a general state of global economy in an economic growth or general slowdown/recession. The classifications being followed are from Rizvi et. In order to achieve the above-mentioned objective, a four-step process is employed.
A C C E P T E D
Firstly, we employ wavelet decomposition to decompose the daily return series into timescales, to distinguish between short term and long term. Secondly, EGARCH analysis is used to calculate the volatility of the return series in different economic cycles. Thirdly, we use MGARCH analysis to determine integration of the emerging markets with the world market. Fourthly, to explore the efficiency levels of the markets in different economic times, we employ Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (MFDFA) to measure its efficiency.
Our approaches lead to three general conclusions. Firstly, when analysing the volatility of our sample countries, lower volatility was found in short-term for countries that experienced fast paced economic growth, in other words, post-liberalization (see Arshad and Rizvi, 2015 for similar results). Secondly, this increase in volatility is supported by a decrease in efficiency for the short-term, as stocks markets which tend to become more liquid will tend to be more volatile in shorter horizon. Thirdly, market integration rose during periods of crises, which represent higher volatility (see Dewandaru, et ). These studies have delved into the deliberations that a stock market's volatility, efficiency and integration are greatly interconnect and must be used together when making policies or investment planning. Secondly, this paper contributes significantly to existing literature, as it is to the best of our knowledge that this is the most comprehensive study covering 21 emerging stock markets and only a few studies have undertaken to analyse the troika of volatility, efficiency and integration Rizvi, 2015 and Arshad, et. al. 2014) . Thirdly this paper is unique as per our knowledge as it attempts to explore whether there is a causal relationship between the three parameters of the stock markets in emerging economies. Fourthly the paper contributes to the growing literature on the non-linear decomposed studies of stock markets recently which hypothesize that the behaviour of the stock markets is different in terms of their short term and long term components (Dewandaru et. al. 2015 , Masih et al. 2014 , Alam et al. 2016 .
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In order to validate our results, the empirical analysis is subjected to three robustness checks. First, all three analyses incorporate splitting the data to different economic states time periods, where we observe similar patterns hold. Second, the stock market data is further fragmented into short-term and long-term components using wavelet decomposition. This allows for an in-depth analysis of how the stock market is affected based on short-term noise and long-term fundamentals. Third, the nexus of volatility, efficiency and integration is analysed to see whether the relationship holds. Using pooled OLS regression, the relationships between efficiency and volatility and integration and volatility are analysed. The accompanying results coincide with our previous analysis that in the shorter horizon, higher volatility in an emerging market would result in a lower integration and efficiency (lower the efficiency score, the better) and vice versa.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Following the introduction, Section 2 explores the data and sample countries, for their basic measures. This is followed by a brief discussion of the methodology in Section 3. Section 4, explores the empirical results and the concluding remarks as well as some policy implications are presented in Section 5.
Data and Sample Countries
Our data set comprises of 21 stocks markets from the emerging economies. 
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T and African economies grew at an average of 3-% over the sample 14 year period, the average for Asian region is higher which can be attributed to the fast paced growth of Chinese and Indian economy. The country which stands out is the Greek economy which has an overall negative average, which is primarily because of the Greek crisis in recent years, and is evident in our further classified regimes. During 2007-2014, on an average the Greek economy has shrunk by nearly 3 % pulling down the complete sample period average. We have also classified our sample countries according to the exchange rate regimes they follow, as the literature suggest a stable currency to be attractive for development of the stock markets in emerging countries.
The development stage of Stock markets is represented in 
Methodology
This study follows a four-step process in an attempt to explore the nexus for emerging markets. At stage 1, we employ Wavelet decomposition to decompose the daily return series into timescales, to distinguish between short term and long term, followed by an EGARCH
analysis to calculate the volatility of the return series in different economic cycles. Next, we use MGARCH analysis to determine integration of the emerging markets with the world market. Lastly, to explore the efficiency levels of the markets in different economic times, we employ Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis to measure the efficiency. The following section presents a brief discussion on the four methodologies.
Wavelet
Taking the return series for every stock index, we use wavelet analysis to be able to separate out each return series into its constituent multiresolution (multihorizon) components. To do that we apply Maximum Overlap discrete wavelet transformation (MODWT) on daily return series by sampling the return series at evenly-spaced points in time. We transform the return series from time domain into scale (interval) domain in order to understand the frequency at which the activity in the time series occurs. In our study, we sample the daily return series at different scale crystals (j) as follows: d1 (2-4 days), d2 (4-8 days) days, d3 (8-16 days), d4 
where:
j is the number of scale crystals (intervals or frequencies)
k is the number of coefficients in the specified component ϕ j,k(t) and ψ j,k(t) are the father and mother orthogonal wavelet pair that are given respectively by
We use the summation of the decomposed scale d1 (2-4 days) and d2 (4-8 days) to represent the short term investor horizon, while the d5 (32-64 days), and s5 (>64 days) represent the long term investor horizon for our study.
Exponential GARCH Volatility
GARCH models have been extensively used in studying the volatility of stock markets in finance literature for both simple volatility and decomposed. 
Where , 2 denotes the conditional variance since it is a one-period ahead estimate for the variance calculated on any past relevant information. symbolizes a conditional density function. The consideration represents a symmetric effect of the model, i.e. the GARCH effect. calculates the perseverance in conditional volatility irrespective of market movements. Furthermore, the parameter measures the leveraging effect.
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Multivariate GARCH Correlation
Moving on from the volatility aspect of our analysis, in order to determine the correlation as This procedure has two main drawbacks. First, the Gaussianity assumption does not hold for daily returns and its use can under-estimate the portfolio risk. Second, the two-stage approach is likely to have even coefficient under Gaussianity.
Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
In the attempt of understanding the efficiency of these stock markets we employ multifractal where N is the size of the series, the corresponding profile is determined by integration
Post the creation of corresponding profile Y(k) is further divided into non overlapping windows of equal length s. In this study the window used is 4 days. The record length of s does not need to be a multiple of the time scale s, a short part at the end of the profile will exist in most cases. To counter this problem, the same process is repeated starting from the other end, thus resulting in 2N's windows.
To evaluate the local trend of each window v = 1, . . . , 2Ns least square fit of the data is taken into account. The de-trended time series is denoted by Y s (i), and is calculated as the difference between the original time series and the fits,
For v = 1, . . . , N s , and 
The qth order fluctuation function is obtained by averaging over all segments
Starting from the beginning, and starting from the end.
The order q can take any real value. For q = 0 the value h(0) cannot be determined directly because of the diverging exponent. Instead, a logarithmic average procedure has to be employed. For q = 2, the standard DFA procedure is retrieved. For a stationary time series, the profile defined in Eq. (6) will be a fractional Brownian motion (fBm). Thus, 0 <h(q = 2) < 1 for these processes, and h(q = 2) is identical with the Hurst parameter, H. Contrary to this, if the original signal is a fBm, the profile will be a sum of fBm, so h(q = 2) > 1. In this particular scenario, the relationship between the exponent h(q = 2) and H is H = h(q = 2)−1. Thus, the exponent h(q) is usually known as the generalized Hurst exponent.
Empirical results
Literature stresses on the importance of an efficient and integrated and stable stock market in the economic growth of a country and regionally. They play a critical role in in increasing savings and investment allowing for efficacious economic development. From the perspective of international portfolio investors, the equity markets allow diversification across a variety of assets, which assists in reducing the risk of the investor in turn reducing the cost of capital, which accordingly provides a catalyst for investment and economic growth.
An inefficient market, which will cause the investors to face difficulty in choosing the optimal investment as information on corporate performance, is slow or less viable. The resulting uncertainty may induce investors either to withdraw from the market until this uncertainty is resolved or discourage them to invest funds for long term. In light of these, the following analysis delves into the nexus of the volatility, efficiency and integration levels of
21 emerging stock markets, where we explore the dynamics and characteristic of these countries' stock markets through different phases.
Volatility Paradigm in Emerging Markets.
The findings of the volatility paradigm across the emerging world provide some interesting insights into the behaviour of these markets as presented in Table 2 . At the initial stage, a cursory look at the volatility across the whole sample period shows evidence of a higher relative volatility in general for the Asian emerging markets.
An interesting aspect which stands out is the lower volatility in the shorter term for countries that experienced fast paced economic growth combined with relative liberalization Table 2 : Volatility Measures across the emerging world In the interest of robustness, we believe that findings based on full sample for 13 years, may provide misleading information since during this tenure, the equity markets globally experienced multiple ups and downs. For this case, our sample is divided into three phases and we study the volatility across these three phases. The findings of broken down sample provides evidence in line with earlier studies like Schwert (1989), who argues the stock market volatility proved to be counter-cyclical; where it was greater in recessionary periods than in expansions. While Backus and Kehoe (1992) (Johnston and Nedelescu, 2004 ). Interestingly we notice that the volatilities of all emerging markets are relatively less from the full sample period, but a stark difference can be noticed in the ranking. In Europe and African region, Egyptian market seems to be the least volatile, which may be owing to its stable economic conditions and liberalization policies. This is the period where the liberalization had helped the international investors to enter the market amid cautiously and liquidity had increased, but not excess yet.
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Turkey showed immense volatility which has been documented by Arshad et al. In the Asian region, the markets which went down in the ranking are Indonesia and Thailand, both on the shorter speculative end of the volatility as well as more fundamental based. This can primarily be attributed to the political and civil uncertainty prevailing in the country which kept the investors nervous throughout the major part of this sample period. This has further been deliberated later in the followings section on integration.
Interestingly one country which relatively remained unscathed is Malaysia, which may be due to the decades of "look east" policy of Malaysian economic managers, which has changed the dependence dynamics of the Malaysian economy and financial markets.
Although there are signs of increased volatility, but the increment is not very huge as well as the fact that it remains as one of the least volatile emerging markets in longer horizon and the least volatile in shorter horizon.
Exploring Efficiency in Emerging Markets
Our efficiency analysis initiates with the identification of apparent crossovers, of each curve for sample country for each time period concerned. Figure 1 presents the graphs for two countries as sample used for identification of crossover. Following the identification, we calculate the slope of the generalized Hurst exponents for short and long term as presented in Table 3 
In Eq (23) scale exponents h(4) and h(4) are used for denoting the small and large price fluctuations. For a market to be efficient, the value of D has to be close to 0, whereas a large value of efficiency indicates a less efficient market. Our focus of the study is on the ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
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18 general efficiency of the market; hence the empirical analysis will focus on D in short term and long term, and not indulge in small or large fluctuation. Table 4 provides the efficiency ranking for full 13 year time period provides highlights which conform to recent literature which emphasize that that the development stage of the market also plays a role in the relative efficiency of the market. Appendix III provides the efficiency ranking for our sub divided time periods. We notice that in the emerging markets ranking the relative more stable economies Poland, Turkey and Malaysia stand out in shorter horizon, while China makes the cut for one of the more efficient markets on the fundamental based longer horizon. This can be attributed primarily to relative size and liquidity of these markets as well as stronger economic fundamentals of the country.
The efficiency ranking keeps it trend amongst the intra-regional ranking as well, with and volatility nexus, which may be explained via the liquidity and herd mentality theories.
The stocks markets which tend to become more liquid will tend to be more volatile in shorter horizon, thus deviating from the EMH through the herd mentality and also short term bubbles. 
Integration with the World Market
Recent studies have explored the integration phenomena of stock markets and they primarily argue that the deepening market integration increases the vulnerability of the market to external shocks. In regards to this, integration provides a unique aspect for studying the capital markets, and we therefore attempt to measure markets' co-movements as a proxy of 
Nexus Studies of Three Parameters of Emerging Stock Markets
Amongst the parameters we have discussed in our study, some elements of correlations seems to exist amongst them. Two questions arise at this juncture; (1) In light of this, we test two relationships, firstly if there exists as a link between market volatility and efficiency similar, while controlling for stock market development stage, using the proxy of Turnover Ratio. Secondly we explore whether integration and volatility have some interacting relationship since earlier it has been discussed, that higher integration and higher volatility may be interlinked for some countries. The relationship which we explore can be expressed as:
Employing a pooled OLS regression 2 corrected for standard error of efficiency as the dependent variable on stage of market development, the Table 6 reports the output for both nexuses. The results highlight concurrence with earlier literature and show a significant positive impact of lower volatility on efficiency (since lower the efficiency score, the better)
in long term only. This may be due to the nature of these markets, or the composition of the short term versus long term investor.
In regards to the nexus between the integration and volatility parameters of emerging stock market, we found interesting findings for our nexus as reported in table 6. In the shorter horizon the higher volatility in an emerging market would result in a lower integration while the inverse of this is observed in longer term component. This may be attributing due to the emerging nature of the markets, where primary shorter horizon investors are domestic and may operate in an environment secluded from world market behaviour. While at the longer horizon, fundamental linkages and longer horizon international investors come in play which may provide more stability in that horizon. The values in parenthesis represents the p value with significance at 1%, 5% and 10% represented by *,**,*** respectively. Table 7 : Pooled OLS Regression of Efficiency Volatility and Integration Parameters
Efficiency and Volatility
Constant
Conclusion
In the case of emerging markets, our study of the three key parameters; volatility, efficiency and integration of the stock markets provides interesting insights into the structure of emerging markets in relation to their regional counterparts and across regions. The findings of the papers hold key implications for regulators and global investors for investment strategies and theory for academic literature. As per author's knowledge, only a handful of studies in the existing literature have provided proof on the linkage of the three parameters of stock market with each other and across the economic stages. This study furthers the literature on emerging stock markets and according to our knowledge is the only one which studies such diverse markets across regions for links with efficiency, volatility and integration across business cycles.
The results of our research put forth an argument of enhancing integration across the last decade, combined with a unique relationship with volatility. This can be explained by the financial liberalization that took place in the emerging markets during the course of the last decade and a half. The phenomena of an increasing volatility impacts the integration negatively in the shorter horizon component of the emerging markets while a positive relationship exists in longer term.
In respect to the efficiency, the earlier phases provide evidence of relative higher efficiency of European emerging markets in shorter horizon, while in the longer term it's dominated by the Asian emerging markets owing to the liberalization policies in the Asian markets. While in the crisis period partial liquidation of emerging markets portfolios started created inefficiencies in the shorter horizon through contagion except the American emerging markets.
From the aspect of economic managers, the emerging markets which have pursued liberalization and more fundamental based linkages provide, a less volatile, better integrated
and efficient market. These markets can help in the development of the economy, via resource allocation and capital formation, and distribution of wealth channels. From an international investor perspective, the lower integration in shorter horizon allows the diversification of portfolios, while a stronger and improving integration in the longer term allows them to invest in real sector of the emerging economies. While our findings have made an attempt at understanding the linkages, for future research a dynamic model can be used which can take care of probably endogeneity problems and further refine the findings.
From a sustainable economic growth perspective for the emerging markets, it's a difficult situation for the policy makers, as a relatively higher longer horizon integration will increase the volatility of the market which would reduce efficiency. But primarily for the sustainability aspect the policy makers need to address the concerns of the investors focused on long term, and move towards structural changes which governs their investment behaviour.
Our study has made a humble attempt at fulfilling a gap in the emerging market's stock market literature by exploring the troika of efficiency, volatility and integration. The study contributes in a better understanding of the behaviour is these markets both from an academic interest as well as an industry aspect. A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 
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Appendix II -Details of Methodology
Wavelet
For each stock market, we collect daily return series for each stock index in the sample as well as for the market index. Daily stock index returns are calculated from stock price (P) as follows, = ln(
While the daily return on the market index is calculated from the index value (X) as follows:
After calculating the return series for every stock index, we use wavelet analysis to be able to separate out each return series into its constituent multiresolution (multihorizon) components.
To do that we apply Maximum Overlap discrete wavelet transformation (MODWT) on daily return series by sampling the return series at evenly-spaced points in time. We transform the return series from time domain into scale (interval) domain in order to understand the frequency at which the activity in the time series occurs. In our study, we sample the daily return series at different scale crystals (j) as follows: d1 (2-4 days), d2 (4-8 days) days, d3 (8-16 days), d4 (16-32 days), d5 (32-64 days), and s5 (>64 days).
We use non-decimated orthogonal Maximum Overlap Discrete Wavelet Transform (MODWT) with symmlet 8 as a wavelet function to obtain a multi-scale decomposition of the return series. The Maximum Overlap Discrete Wavelet Transform (MODWT) will be used with the advantage on the flexibility of the length of data (not requiring the integral power of two) as well as time invariant property. The wavelet family symmlet 8 is chosen to get the least asymmetry property which is more appropriate for financial series. The transformed return series r (t) is represented as a linear combination of wavelet functions as follows:
where: j is the number of scale crystals (intervals or frequencies) k is the number of coefficients in the specified component ϕ j,k(t) and ψ j,k(t) are the father and mother orthogonal wavelet pair that are given respectively by
Father wavelets represent the low-frequency (smooth) parts of the series, whereas mother wavelets represent the high-frequency (detailed) parts of the series. s j,k and d j,k are wavelet coefficients that are approximated by the following integrals:
s J,k are called the 'smooth' coefficients that represent the underlying smooth behaviour of the series, while d j,k are called the 'detail' coefficients that represent the scale deviations from the smooth process. These coefficients are measures of the contribution of the corresponding wavelet function to the total series. After we decompose the return series into j crystals, the A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 34 crystals d j are recomposed into a time domain. The entire return series is replicated in multiresolution decomposition as follows:
where D j is the recomposed series in the time domain from the crystal d j and S J is the recomposition of the residue. The reconstituted return series r Ĵ contain the separate components of the original series at each frequency j. D j represent the contribution of frequency j to the original series. We use the summation of the decomposed scale d1 (2-4 days) and d2 (4-8 days) to represent the short term investor horizon, while the d5 (32-64 days), and s5 (>64 days) represent the long term investor horizon for our study.
Exponential GARCH Volatility
After obtaining our decomposed series through wavelet, our stock return is then run through EGARCH to obtain its volatility. Looking at the ordinary GARCH model, we can see that the conditional variance is allowed to be dependent on its past, however this standard model possess some limitations as it cannot include the leveraging effects, nor can it allow for a direct response between conditional variance and conditional mean. Hence, in this study we concentrate on the asymmetric GARCH model developed by Nelson (1991), the EGARCH model which is better suited for volatilities. 
Where , 2 denotes the conditional variance since it is a one-period ahead estimate for the variance calculated on any past relevant information. symbolizes a conditional density function. The consideration represents a symmetric effect of the model, i.e. the GARCH effect.
calculates the perseverance in conditional volatility irrespective of market movements. Furthermore, the parameter measures the leveraging effect.
The EGARCH model presides over other models with its ability to allow for a more stable optimization of routines, and no parameter constraints. Furthermore, Alexander (2009) concluded that EGARCH was beneficial in capturing asymmetric responses in the conditional variance at a more advanced level.
Multivariate GARCH Correlation
Moving on from the volatility aspect of our analysis, in order to determine the correlation as the integration measure for the decomposed series, we use Multivariate GARCH. MGARCH allows us to calculate the correlations, which can be used as a proxy for integration of the Turkish stock market with the regional benchmarks. Bauwens et. al. (2006) have reviewed MGARCH and its various applicability and have found it to be suitable for testing correlations and cointegration amongst countries. A brief technical note on the methodology is as follows. Let rt be an m x 1 vector of asset returns at close day t assumed to have a conditional multivariate t distribution with means, μt-1, and the non-singular variance-covariance matrix Σt-1, and vt-1 > 2 degrees of freedom. Here we are not concerned with how mean returns are
predicted and take μt-1as given. For specification of Σt-1 we follow Bollerslev (1990) and Engle (2002) consider the decomposition.
Rt-1 = (ρij, t-1) = (ρji, t-1) is the symmetric m x m correlation matrix, and Dt-1 is the m x m diagonal matrix with σi,t-1; i = 1,2,…,m denoting the conditional volatility of the i-th asset return. More specifically and ρij, t-1 are conditional pair-wise return correlations defined by where Ωt-1 is the information set available at close of day t -1. Clearly, ρij, t-1 = 1; for i = j. Bollerslev (1990) considers (9) with a constant correlation matrix Rt-1 = R. Engle (2002) allows for Rt-1 to be time-varying and proposes a class of multivariate GARCH models labeled as dynamic conditional correlation (DCC) models. An alternative approach would be to use the conditionally Heteroscedastic factor model where the vector of unobserved common factors are assumed to be conditionally heteroskedastic. Parsimony is achieved by assuming that the number of the common factors is much less than the number of assets under considerations.
The decomposition of Σt-1 in (9) allows separate specification of the conditional volatilities and conditional cross-asset returns correlations. For example, one can utilize the GARCH (1,1) model for σ 2 i,t-1, namely where σ 2 i is the unconditional variance of the i-th asset return. Under the restriction λ1i + λ2i = 1, the unconditional variance does not exist and we have the integrated GARCH (IGARCH) model used extensively in the professional financial community, which is mathematically equivalent to the exponential smoother applied to the r 2 it's
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where the standardized returns are defined by
For estimation of the unknown parameters, λ1, λ2, λ3,… λm, and ϕ, Engle (2002) proposes a two-step procedure whereby in the first step individual GARCH(1,1) models are fitted to the m asset returns separately, and then the coefficient of the conditional correlations, ϕ, is estimated by the Maximum Likelihood method with an assumption that asset returns are conditionally Gaussian. This procedure has two main drawbacks. First, the Gaussianity assumption does not hold for daily returns and its use can under-estimate the portfolio risk. Second, the two-stage approach is likely to have even coefficient under Gaussianity.
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T The efficiency measure is calculated using mf-dfa for the time period under consideration. The short term horizon factors in the decomposed stock market return for less than 8 days, while long term horizon captures the decomposed stock returns for more than 32 days The efficiency measure is calculated using mf-dfa for the time period under consideration. The short term horizon factors in the decomposed stock market return for less than 8 days, while long term horizon captures the decomposed stock returns for more than 32 days.
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Highlights
 Stock market data for emerging markets are multifractal in nature.
 The markets show improving efficiency over the decade particularly in the long term  Efficiency was higher post liberalization of markets  Emerging markets are more integrated with World now than a decade ago.
